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REGENERATION is curated by Maize Longboat for
Western Front, in partnership with Heart Projector.
Heart Projector Arcade is a collective of independent
game makers and enthusiasts who run pop-up arcades
featuring unique games by independent creators. Heart
Projector is Lan Roed, Justin Smith, Philip Storey,
Brendan Vance, and Ziggy.
Established in 1973, Western Front is one of Canada’s
leading artist-run centres for contemporary art
and new music. We produce and present visual art,
exhibitions, concerts and workshops, media art
residencies, performance art and other artist-driven
initiatives. Western Front is located in the traditional
unceded territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam),
Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish) and səl̓ílwətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh)
peoples.

REGENERATION marks the first official public release of Terra Nova.
Maize Longboat created Terra Nova in order to experience Indigenous videogame development first
hand, as a part of a two-year Masters research and creation thesis. Set on Earth in the far distant
future, Terra Nova is a 2-player cooperative platformer that explores what first contact between
Indigenous and Settler peoples might look like thousands of years from now. The game follows the
stories of Terra, an Elder Earthborn landkeeper, and Nova, a youthful Starborn inventor as they
explore their respective environments and interact with the people in their communities. Their two
worlds collide after a mysterious spacecraft crashlands in Earthborn territory and Terra is asked to
investigate. Nova, in the meantime, is separated from the starship and must navigate an alien world
to find this people. Eventually, the two characters come face-to-face with one another and share a
first contact experience that players dictate. The multitude of possible outcomes of first contact are
what he was most interested to explore within the narrative and game design of Terra Nova. Instead
of having Indigenous and Settler communities encounter one another as totally alien species, the
game has two human communities with differing connections to their ancestral home planet meet
for the first time.

T E R R A N O VA C R E D I TS
Maize Longboat - Creative Director, Producer
Mehrdad Dehdashti - Technical Director
Ray Caplin - Artist, Animator
Beatrix Moersch - Sound Designer

VIDEOGAMES
Hold My Hand
by Nathan Powless-Lynes (Mohawk)
Kakwitene VR
by MoniGarr (Onkwehonwe)
Maoriland Adventures
by Johnson Witehira (Māori)
PURITY&decay
by Achimostawinan Games
Terra Nova
by Maize Longboat (Kanien’kehá:ka)
Thunderbird Strike
by Elizabeth LaPensée (Anishinaabe/Métis)
Tipi Kaga
by Carl Petersen (Oohe Numpa Lakota)
Wao Kanaka
by Ka Lei Milika`a Collective
When Rivers Were Trails
by Elizabeth LaPensée (Anishinaabe/Métis), Nicholas
Emmons (Miami/Shawnee), Weshoyot Alvitre (Tongva)

Maize is Kanien’kehá:ka from Six Nations of the Grand River and was raised in the unceded
traditional Sḵwx̱wú7mesh territory near Vancouver, BC. He is a Media Studies Master’s student in
the Communication Studies Department at Concordia University in Montreal, QC and a research
assistant with Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace (AbTeC) and the Initiative for Indigenous Futures
(IIF). Maize’s research-creation thesis project examines Indigenous videogames and culturallyconnected development practices through the production of his own game, Terra Nova, a twoplayer, cooperative platformer with an interactive narrative.
Mehrdad is an indie game developer based in Montreal. He has over six years of experience in
the game industry creating games for mobile, PS4, VR and PC. Mahrdad is currently working as
a programmer at the award-winning studio Kitfox Games. He is interested in both artistic and
technical aspects of games.
Ray is an illustrator and animator who loves creating animated films. He enjoys exploring various
artistic media and wants to pursue a career as an animator. His first film, In Your Heart, was awarded
Best Experimental Film at the Winnipeg Aboriginal Film Festival as well as the Best Animated Film at
the Arlington International Film Festival. He is currently experimenting with game development and
creating art for video games.
Beatrix is a sound designer and composer whose recent works include Artifact 5’s Anamorphine
and Paloma Dawkin’s Museum of Symmetry, which was awarded a Canadian Screen Award for Best
Virtual Reality Game in March of 2019. She has been creating sound for visual experiences for over a
decade. Interactive audio inspired her entry into the world of games because of its power to create
fully immersive narrative experiences.

HOLD MY HAND

Hold My Hand is a cooperative game in which players solve puzzles
by holding hands. The game tells a story through its gameplay,
bringing players closer together through the challenges they face
together, and testing their emotions when they must let go. The
game can be played solo with one controller, or with two people
sharing a controller, as if holding hands.
Nathan Powless-Lynes (Mohawk) is an award-winning game
designer from Ontario. He recently graduated from Sheridan
College’s Game Design program, and is currently employed at
Ubisoft Toronto as a level designer. Although currently working in
AAA, he hopes to continue spending his free time making small,
delightful, and experimental games.

REGENERATION

REGENERATION: Breaking Time with Indigenous Videogames is a
community activation that addresses Indigenous peoples as both players
and producers of videogames.
The event is inspired by my experience making a videogame, undertaken
as one part of my research-creation project in the Masters in Media
Studies program at Concordia University. REGENERATION expands my
academic research and practical work to a public platform. During my
Masters I produced both Terra Nova and a research essay discussing
aspects of its creation process alongside the work of other independent
Indigenous videogame developers. Through this I observed the library of
Indigenous-made games continuing to grow, and it became important
to me to understand the motivations, qualities, and creation processes
of these games and their developers. Creating Terra Nova allowed me
to set out to answer the following question: What makes a videogame
Indigenous and how will a game I create be informed by my own
experience as an Indigenous person?

REGENERATION furthers this question, drawing more voices into a
conversation about how videogames can be considered in the context of
Indigenous creative practice. Asserting that a videogame is Indigenous is
a complex undertaking. The identification can happen at different points
in the process. Some games integrate Indigenous motifs or imagery in
their designs, and some are inspired by Indigenous themes or cultures,
while others do not. As a maker and researcher I looked past these
basic aspects in search of games that truly reflect the worldviews of the
people that are being depicted or of the developers who are working on
the game.
I have come to define Indigenous videogames in two ways: games
that express something about specific communities and cultural
contexts, and games made by Indigenous individuals who wish to
communicate their own unique narratives through the medium. At their
core, Indigenous video games are those that are made by Indigenous
peoples. This means that whether an Indigenous videogame is made by
an individual or team of Indigenous developers, or by non-Indigenous
developers working in consultation with an Indigenous community, it
is determined by Indigenous peoples. The development process, from
beginning to end, must be Indigenous-led. This leadership should come
from as many places as possible, including creative direction, game
design, writing, programming, art, sound, project coordination, and
distribution among others.
I believe that videogames can offer unique experiences that other
passive forms of media cannot. The interactive quality of videogames
requires players to make external inputs to “drive” the piece forward.
Player participation within game narratives help create deep

connections to the characters, worlds, and themes expressed within
them. Games, especially narrative-driven ones, tend to demand that
players invest a lot of time into them so that the experiences fully
develop. Games as a medium can give their players agency to affect
changes and experience the results of their virtual actions.
Additionally, videogames are comprised of several different, but
interwoven components like game mechanics, narrative, art, and
sound (just to name a few) that all have their own artistic and technical
requirements. To make a game a notable artwork, the game developers
I have chosen for this project both highlight and reinforce the creative
and technical elements, making games that are attentive to each
element of their media.
The Indigenous videogame development community is relatively small
in relation to the wider gaming industry. It is comprised mainly of
independent practitioners, whose passion and talent stem from their
love for making games. The games they create sometimes portray
Indigenous culture or experience and sometimes they do not. All of their
games, however, have important things to say. The power of the work
that indie Indigenous game developers are creating deserves higher
recognition.

REGENERATION features games made by Indigenous developers who
have inspired me as a game maker. In the arcade, players will find
narrative games, puzzle games, cooperative games, language games,
thoughtful games, and playful games. These works reflect the resurgent
quality of Indigenous digital media creation happening right now. Not
only are we playing and commenting on games being made, but we
are also making impactful contributions to the larger international
ecosystem of videogame development. This arcade is a purposeful
public activation of research-creation with the goal of honouring
brilliant work. It is an avenue for me to share what I have learned, what
I have been working on, and to bring that to others in a communityoriented way.
REGENERATION aims to have more players experience how Indigenous
peoples are using videogames as a medium to tell their stories, both
traditional and not, on their own terms in spite of ongoing colonial
oppression. We are playing how we have always played, just in a new way.
— Maize Longboat

A WORD FROM HEART PROJECTOR

AFTERWORD

Heart Projector is a community organization formed by five people
who’ve adopted one simple mission: to showcase videogames, game
makers, and game-making practices which have lived for many
decades upon the margins of the wider game culture. One of our feet
is planted upon the Internet, where thousands of creators contribute
thousands of games annually to obscure and largely-unacknowledged
underground scenes. Our second foot is planted upon the unceded
territories that Google Maps calls Vancouver, where we run local
videogame arcades on busted-ass laptops.

In the 21st century, videogames are a crucial platform for sharing
ideas within an increasingly connected virtual world. Screens are the
entrypoint to the world of videogames, and as personal interfaces have
become a ubiquitous site of daily interaction, the popularity of gaming
has likewise become widespread. No longer the domain of enthusiasts or
bored teenagers, anyone with a phone, computer, or television screen
is linked to many possible cultural paradigms. And the more users there
are, the more videogames can spread influence, garnering time and
attention through the interactions of touching, swiping, staring, and
clicking through. As users of technology become increasingly enmeshed
in digital networks, the rapid advancement of games seems to reflect an
ongoing desire for pleasure, to make an interconnection with technology
a means of finding leisure.

We do this because our city contains many curious people who enjoy
broadening their horizons. The commercial world of videogames
disrespects them by offering only dim, narrow slices of that horizon.
It will show a procession of best-selling blockbusters, each capturing
massive swathes of our aggregated money and attention. It will show a
bunch of billboards promoting things like ‘established brands!’ and ‘the
military-industrial complex!’
Our mission is to get that shit out of the way so people can see what’s
really out there in the wide world of game making. We want to center
what has been marginalized, and critique what has been centered;
we want to make visible what traditionally would be obscured by so
many crass billboards. We hope your experience with videogames can
be rooted in authentic connections to people, places, histories, and
feelings.
We’re thrilled to partner with Maize and with Western Front in bringing
you REGENERATION, because this is exactly the sort of show we’ve
always aspired to create. We look for stories that differ from the ones
people usually hear. And for many Canadians such as ourselves, the
usual story is one concerning conquest and settlement: a constructed
past in which ‘Indigenous people once existed,’ with multiple projected
futures (each concerned primarily with the trajectory of settlement).
The games at this event challenge players not with gameplay difficulty,
but with pasts and futures they might not know existed—pasts and
futures which dissent from the ones that they might be used to
employing.
Every past/future you see this evening can be recombined with others
to create a wide array of different presents. Did Canadians build fossil
fuel pipelines for commerce, or did we actually unleash a giant snake
monster in order to briefly enjoy huge lawns? Do the games on display
here function as preservers of old traditions, or do they participate in
a return to sight for a canon that’s been obscured at every turn across
centuries? How much of what we file under ‘the past’ never happened,
and how much hasn’t happened yet?
We at Heart Projector are dazzled by the work on display here, and we
hope you enjoy it as well!

Perhaps the way games are most often considered is in their populist
modes, games that resemble blockbuster movies, featuring spies or
iconic heroes. They might conjure images of war, adversarial sports,
or fantastical stories of quests for treasure. Overall, for the biggest
games in the industry, the main purpose is to keep you hooked and
entertained.
It’s therefore not surprising that videogames have largely reflected
settler colonial histories. Many games take for granted a cultural
imperative to ‘explore and conquer’ as a regular form of narrative goalsetting; it is an industry that has been built within colonial corporate
frames, where bigger and wealthier is better and more powerful.
Their narratives and formats have a reliance on mass sales (or mass
distribution with the requisite attached advertising) to finance game
production and promotion. Yet within this formidable global industry of
big studios, a rapid expansion of open source platforms for game making
has evolved, and with it the means to independently produce games
of a different nature altogether. At present there is a thriving cottage
industry of intelligent, independent, and creative video games that tell
quirky unconventional stories, or challenge the status quo of games
previously available.
Favouring accessibility and creative autonomy over expensive hardware
and proprietary game consoles, independently made games that live
outside the recognition of platforms like Nintendo, Playstation, or
Xbox instead feed into a culture of independent distribution via online
platforms like itch.io, or Steam. No longer tied to consoles, downloading
or playing games online means a global audience and a better potential
to change the story. The widening of platforms and opportunities to find
and play games means old goals, like ‘conquer it,’ ‘shoot it,’ ‘win it,’ can
now give way to new, more exploratory ones: imagine, wander, think.
With this opportunity for individuals to control the creative cycle in
more depth, new alternative types of games can find smaller audiences,
forming bonds over both politics and curiosity. Given the incredible

ability of games to act as immersive experiences, this presents an
opportunity to deepen the stories told, focusing on the transmission of
cultural knowledge, and building awareness of different perspectives.
Just the kind of change you would expect when a different player makes
up the rules of the game.

REGENERATION follows a yearlong conversation between myself and
Maize Longboat about the desire to reflect together on how Indigenous
communities are making videogames that better reflect their own
stories and needs. As a site that can host playful and creative narrative
standpoints, games are a natural location for cultural expression.
Because gameplay can build connection and reconnection, gamespaces
also hold strong possibilities for renewal, for teaching and learning new
ideas. The videogames chosen for REGENERATION take up this challenge,
presenting opportunities to hear unfamiliar languages, to tackle small
skill-building exercises. Both settlers and Indigenous communities alike
will learn from these games, which at their most basic, present the
understanding that all cultures should have equal authorship over the
version of the world they want to build.
To boost awareness and understanding of the games that we are showing
we are working together with the wonderful team at Heart Projector, a
dedicated group of videogame makers, who have fostered an intelligent
and caring approach to the widest reaches of the alternative games
community in Vancouver. Together we seek to bring public attention to
these games, and offer them up for play.
The nine games in REGENERATION offer unique answers to the question
of how videogames might offer substance to our lives. By offering us an
arcade of Indigenous virtual worlds, made and managed independently,
each game captures unique knowledge. Together we hope to connect
them with an audience, some kid, some user, someone at the other end
of the controller, ready to receive it.
— Allison Collins Curator of Media Art, Western Front

HOLD MY HAND

Hold My Hand is a cooperative game in which players solve puzzles by holding
hands. The game tells a story by bringing players closer together through the
challenges they face together, and testing their emotions when they must let go.
The game can be played solo with one controller, or with two people sharing a
controller, as if holding hands.
Nathan Powless-Lynes (Mohawk) is an award-winning game designer from Ontario.
He recently graduated from Sheridan College’s Game Design program, and is
currently employed at Ubisoft Toronto as a level designer. Although currently
working in AAA, he hopes to continue spending his free time making small,
delightful, and experimental games.

KAKWITENE VR
Use your VR hand controllers index trigger to fly around and touch the colored
pollen spheres to hear how the color is pronounced with a Kanien’kéha dialect
(Mohawk Language Dialect). You can sit in the flowers to relax and look around too.
Pollen spheres are hidden in some of the flowers, you will hear them when you fly
into them.
MoniGarr is from Akwesasne (Onkwehonwe) and is the founder of MoniGarr.com
LLC; a small tech company in the Akwesasne Indian Reservation. MoniGarr has been
developing custom software solutions for over 25 years as a remote consultant in
North America. She also works with the IM4 Media Lab as an XR tech trainer.

MAORILAND
ADVENTURE
Witty and clever, the two Maoriland Adventure artworks not only draw on historical
accuracies, they also contain Māori art historical references from the triangle forms
of taaniko (Māori finger weaving) designs, to the narrative characters fashioned
from the painted figures in late 19th century painted meeting houses.
Johnson Witehira is an artist and designer of Ngā Puhi (Ngai-tū-te-auru), Tamahaki
(Ngāti Hinekura), and Pākehā descent. He graduated from the Whanganui School of
Design in 2007. His interest in Māori visual art led him to Massey University where
he completed a doctorate in 2013 that explored both the aesthetics and tikanga in
customary Māori art. Witehira’s work often explores identity and the space between
cultures. His diverse range of creative projects include solo and group exhibitions,
public art including murals, light box works and projected light installations. In
2012 Witehira’s work was exhibited in Times Square, New York in the first ever
syncronised display of digital content. In his Land of Tara (2014, Wellington) series
Witehira created a series of graphic representations of the capital city’s ancestors
including Kupe, Whātonga, and his sons Tautoki and Tara.

PURITY&decay
The year is 2262 and you’re a tough as nails P.I. working in the slums of one of the
last major cities in North America. Life is all missing kids and cheating spouses until
a dame from the Upper-District barges in and changes your life. Murdered sisters
and flying cities, this case goes way farther than the banks of this one detective’s
little slum in this Indigenous cybernoir. A narrative (choose your own adventure)
detective game that lets you solve who did it. The current game demo was created
at DMG Toronto’s Feb Fatale game jam by two Indigenous ladies, and is currently in
development wider release.
Achimostawinan Games: We are an Indigneous-owned video game company
dedicated to developing Indigenous games for an Indigenous audience (and the
world). At Achimostawinan Games, we strive to create stories that speak to you
since after all, Achimostawinan means, “Tell us a story” in nêhiyawêwin.

TIPI KAGA

Tipi Kaga is a 3D game about the Lakota tradition of constructing the very mobile
home, the tipi, which was essential to the lives of buffalo hunters, and later,
professional U.S. Cavalry Avoiders on the Great Plains. The game is written and
voice acted in Lakota.
Carl Pizpiza Petersen is from Parade South Dakota a small wichoti (community)
in the land of the Wakpa Waste Lakota Oyate (Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe/Indian
Reservation). Carl has had several gigs as a game designer, most notably as Founder
and Lead Designer of the studio Northern Plains Games.

TERRA NOVA
Set on Earth in the far distant future, this two-player cooperative platformer
explores what first contact between Indigenous and Settler peoples might look
like thousands of years from now. The game follows the stories of Terra, an Elder
Earthborn landkeeper, and Nova, a youthful Starborn inventor as they explore their
respective environments and interact with the people in their communities. Their
two worlds collide after a mysterious spacecraft crashlands in Earthborn territory
and Terra is asked to investigate. Nova, in the meantime, is separated from the rest
of his people and must navigate an alien world to find them.
Maize Longboat is Kanien’kehá:ka from Six Nations of the Grand River and was
raised in the unceded traditional Coast Salish territory near Vancouver, BC. He
is a Media Studies Master’s student in the Communication Studies Department
at Concordia University in Montreal, QC and a research assistant with Aboriginal
Territories in Cyberspace (AbTeC) and the Initiative for Indigenous Futures (IIF).
Maize’s research-creation thesis project examines Indigenous videogames and
culturally-connected development practices through the production of his
own game, Terra Nova, a two-player, cooperative platformer with an interactive
narrative.

THUNDERBIRD STRIKE
In Thunderbird Strike, fly from the Tar Sands to the Great Lakes as a thunderbird
protecting Turtle Island with searing lightning against the snake that threatens to
swallow the lands and waters whole.
Elizabeth LaPensée Ph.D. is an award-winning designer, writer, artist, and
researcher who creates and studies Indigenous-led media such as games and
comics. She is Anishinaabe with relations at Bay Mills Indian Community, Métis,
and settler-Irish. She is an Assistant Professor of Media & Information and Writing,
Rhetoric & American Cultures at Michigan State University and a 2018 Guggenheim
Fellow. She designed and created art for Thunderbird Strike (2017), a lightningsearing side-scroller game which won Best Digital Media at imagineNATIVE Film +
Media Arts Festival.

WHEN RIVERS
WERE TRAILS
WAO KANAKA

Wao Kanaka is a video game that explores the intergenerational exchange of
knowledge in Hawai’i. The player is met with a plethora of songs, chants, and
stories. These are enriched by animations which connect to social issues which
exist today in Hawai’i. While learning how to best complete each task, the player
explores all the necessary resources of an ahupua’a land-tenure system. The game
is set in contemporary Hawai’i, yet is directly linked to past and future Kānaka Maoli
relationalities to Hawaiian lands and waters.
Ka Lei Milika`a is the collective author of Wao Kanaka, formed at Skins 6.0 – He
Au Hou 2, a three-week intensive workshop teaching young adults how to make
video games from within a Kānaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) cultural context. The
workshop took place from 9 – 29 July 2018, at Hālau ’Īnana in Honolulu, and was a
collaboration between the Montreal-based Initiative for Indigenous Futures (IIF) and
Hawaii-based Kanaeokana.

When Rivers Were Trails follows an Anishinaabe in the 1890’s who is displaced from
Fond du Lac in Minnesota and travels to California due to the impact of allotment
acts on Indigenous communities. Players are challenged to balance their wellbeing
while facing off against Indian Agents and ongoing colonization and making choices
about resistances as well as trading, fishing, hunting, gifting, and honoring the
people they meet.
Award-winning artist Elizabeth LaPensée is joined in the making of this game by
Nicholas Emmons and Weshoyot Altitre. Emmons, Ph.D., is a Program Officer
with the Indian Land Tenure Foundation. He manages several education programs
including the Lessons of Our Land curriculum, the online K-12 Teacher Professional
Development program, the Tribal Land Staff Certification Program, the Treaty
Signers Project, and the Native Land Law education program. He is an unenrolled
descendent from the Miami and Shawnee homelands. Alvitre is an illustrator and
comic book artist. She has a BA in fine art and studied illustration and animation.
She is Tongva & Scottish. She has contributed to many award winning books
including Umbrella Academy (Darkhorse Comics) and Little Nemo: Dream Another
Dream (Locust Moon press). Recent projects include art for Codetalkers Volume
1 (Native Realities Press), Moonshot volume 2 (AH comics inc) and work in several
gallery shows across the country to bring awareness to the fight against the Dakota
Access Pipeline and Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women.

